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Using Literacy Booster Groups to Maintain and Extend 
Reading Recovery Success in the Primary Grades 
As the school day comes to a close, I leave my classroom and walk 
outside, watching the children head for home. I teach Reading Recovery and 
Title 1 in a portable classroom that has lovingly been named "The Landon 
Elementary Literacy Lodge". As I stand there I hear a familiar first-grade voice 
speaking excitedly to a parent who has come to pick her up. 
"Dad!", she yells as she digs into her backpack, "I've got new books!" 
She pulls out her bookbag and hands it to him. 
Then she says with assurance, "There are so many books in the world 
and I'm going to read every one of them." Dad smiles, winks my way, and takes 
her h~nd in his. The child continues talking as they walk toward the car. 
I grin and feel a pull at my heart. This statement comes from a child who 
had started first grade as the lowest functioning primary student in our building. 
Now, in April, she is reading at the average of her class. Throughout the year 
this child has participated in a collaborative literacy program consisting of 
individualized Reading Recovery lessons, small group Literacy Booster Groups, 
and whole class Literacy Teams. With the support of these early intervention 
programs, quality classroom instruction, and a great deal of hard work on her 
part, she has blossomed into a confident, motivated, and successful first grader. 
I turn and walk back to the Literacy Lodge. I collect my materials and take a 
seat with several other primary teachers who have gathered there to plan for 
next week's literacy activities and to discuss our students' literacy development. 
Much of recent research supports the benefits of providing elementary 
students with a "balanced approach" to literacy instruction. (Cassidy & Cassidy, 
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1999; Cunningham & Hall, 1998; Fitzgerald, 1999; Spiegel, 1998) Gone are 
the days of a pure phonics-based reading curriculum (Chall, 1967, 1983; 
Cunningham, 1994) or a whole class literature-based philosophy of teaching 
reading (McIntyre & Pressley, 1996; Spiegel, 1992;). Today's research calls for 
an integrated literacy approach in which a combination of philosophical models 
are implemented (Cassidy & Cassidy, 1999; Cunningham & Hall, 1998; Dorn, 
French, & Jones, 1998). According to authors Fountas and Pinnell, " ... children 
who read more are likely to become better readers and children who write more 
are likely to learn how to write better: Therefore, it makes sense to design a 
curriculum that invites children to spend a great deal of time in reading and 
writing extended text" (1998). 
The Balanced Literacy Program at Landon Elementary 
In order to provide our students with quality literacy instruction that 
follows the latest research on best practices, the Title 1 and primary teachers in 
my school have strived to achieve a balanced literacy program. For three years, 
we have implemented a combination of early intervention programs to help 
meet the range of our students' abilities (Broaddus & Bloodgood, 1999; Leslie & 
Allen, 1999). Through these cooperative components we are able to provide all 
first and second grade students with effective and powerful literacy instruction 
(Bond & Dykstra, 1997; Cassidy & Cassidy, 1999; Pinnell & Fountas, 1996; 
Spiegel, 1995; Strickland, 1996). Our literacy program consists of solid 
classroom instruction, Title 1, Literacy Teams, Reading Recovery, and Literacy 
Booster Groups (Allington & Cunningham, 1996; Dorn, French, & Jones, 1998 ). 
Each of these components will be described briefly in the following paragraphs. 
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Classroom Literacy Instruction at Landon Elementary 
Classroom reading instruction provides a rich variety of literacy 
experiences through Guided Reading, Writer's Workshop, and a district-wide 
reading anthology. Guided Reading allows for flexible grouping in the 
classroom in order to provide students with daily instructional-level reading 
opportunities (Pinnell & Fountas, 1996). Writer's Workshop uses extended 
periods of time for creative writing and small or large group lessons that teach 
the process of writing (Graves, 1994). Teachers use the reading anthology to 
introduce students to quality literature while developing vocabulary and 
comprehension skills. All of the primary teachers in our building are trained in 
taking running records and to provide "good first teaching" for reading 
instruction. (Clay, 1991; Hedrick & Pearish, 1999; Pinnell & Fountas, 1996). 
Primary teachers meet often in grade level teams to discuss and plan for 
instruction. 
Title 1 at Landon Elementary 
The Title 1 program at Landon Elementary differs somewhat from the 
traditional model. Over the last ten years, our school district has focused its 
funding on early intervention programs (Juel, 1998; Leslie & Allen, 1999). In 
our Title 1 program, teachers work with students from kindergarten through the 
third grade. Third grade students meet in traditional pull-out groups four times 
per week, but first and second grade Title 1 needs are met through a 
combination of individual student programs, Literacy Booster Groups, and 
Literacy Teams (Allington, 1993; Flood, Lapp, Flood, & Nagel, 1992). 
Literacy Teams at Landon Elementary 
Literacy Teams offer a combination of flexible small group instruction 
and/or whole class activities for all first and second grade students through a 
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collaboration of classroom teachers, reading specialists, special education staff, 
and a certified teaching associate (Hendrick & Pearish, 1999). Teams meet for 
thirty minutes, three times per week, during which three to five adults are 
available for instruction of large and/or small groups. I am one of two reading 
specialists in my building. It is our responsibility to organize and assist with the 
planning and implementation of all Literacy Teams (See Appendix A for a 
weekly schedule.) 
In-class activities include the introduction, modeling, and practice of 
effective reading and writing strategies. Small group sessions allow teachers to 
address specific areas of need and support areas of strength (Walp & 
Walmsley, 1995). Struggling readers and students needing challenge in their 
literacy development are given opportunities to build life-long•literacy skills, 
such as reading for pleasure, gaining meaning from fiction and non-fiction 
materials, and choosing appropriate instructional-level texts. Students are 
assessed continually using formal and informal measures (e.g. running records, 
anecdotal records, Informal Reading Inventories, district reading assessments, 
the Observation Survey, etc.). Group membership changes according to need 
and small group activities are chosen for their ability to enhance each students' 
literacy development. An extension of Literacy Teams is an individual student 
program developed for one or two children who are not making adequate 
literacy progress in their classroom. These time slots are often reserved for 
second or third grade students who are new to our building and who are 
delayed in their literacy development. 
Literacy Teams also offer a teacher inservice component, organized and 
presented weekly by the building reading specialists, to equip primary teachers 
with effective literacy strategies and a forum where they can share student 
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progress and concerns. In order to enable the transfer of emerging concepts 
from individual or small group lessons to the classroom and then to future 
learning, students need common and consistent feedback, strategic prompts, 
and expectations. When teachers have all been trained in the same 
instructional methods, the literacy instruction and expectations tend to be more 
consistent. 
Reading Recovery at Landon Elementary 
Reading Recovery offers intensive literacy support to the lowest-
achieving students in first grade. Reading Recovery is a program in which 
trained teachers work individually with four first grade students who require 
immediate literacy support (Clay, 1985; Pinnell, 1989; Spiegel, 1995). These 
students are chosen by analyzing a battery of assessments given at the 
beginning of first grade. This same assessment is given again at the end of the 
student's program ,to document progress (Clay, 1993). 
According to Marie Clay, the founder of the Reading Recovery program, 
students need to be functioning independently at the average of their class 
before they are released from the Reading Recovery program (1985). Most 
students involved in the Reading Recovery program are able to reach the 
average of their class in twelve to twenty weeks. Every student in the Reading 
Recovery program is entitled to a "full program" which consists of twenty weeks 
(Reading Recovery Program Evaluation Report, 1998). Not all students need 
the full twenty weeks to reach the average level of their class and a few students 
are not able to reach this level after a full twenty-week program (Ohio Reading 
Recovery Project, 1991; Pinnell & Fountas, 1996). Those students who do meet 
this criterion are "graduated" from the program and are referred to as 
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"discontinued". Students who do not meet this criterion are referred to as "not 
discontinued" and are recommended for additional and different educational 
assistance. 
Reading Recovery discontinuation is a complex process and is not to be 
taken lightly (Clay, 1993; Lyons, 1998; Spiegel, 1995). As a teacher feels that a 
student in the Reading Recovery program is able to function in the classroom 
without one-on-one support, a battery of assessments called The Observation 
Survey (Clay, 1993) are administered to the child by another Reading Recovery 
teacher. The results of this assessment are analyzed and the Reading 
Recovery teacher meets with the classroom teacher to discuss the child's 
development. If teachers agree that the child is making adequate classroom 
progress, the child is released from the program (Clay & Cazden, 1990). The 
child is then expected to make continued literacy growth with regular classroom 
instruction. If a child does not meet discontinuation criteria, the Reading 
Recovery teacher continues to work with the child until he/she has reached 
twenty weeks and the child is reassessed. If the child still does not discontinue, 
further educational programming is recommended. 
In addition to showing good gains on the battery of assessments, 
Reading Recovery students who are ready for discontinuation must 
independently demonstrate a variety of successful reading and writing 
strategies when working with words (Askew, Fountas, Lyons, Pinnell & Schmitt, 
1998; Clay, 1991; Wasik &Slavin, 1993). Students must show that they control 
directional movement over text without lapse. They must control one-to-one 
matching of spoken to written word in order to check responses. The child 
needs to be self-monitoring his/her reading to detect error. Students need to 
notice _discrepancies by cross-checking one cue source(e.g., meaning) against 
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another(e.g., structural or visual) and must be quite adept at utilizing a 
combination of these cue sources at the point of error. If the students have 
gained control of these literacy strategies, it will be evident in the amount of self-
corrections made during reading and writing tasks. If a child consistently self-
corrects at least one error for every five miscues or self-edits personal writing 
pieces there is then evidence that he/she will begin to benefit from classroom 
instruction. At this point, the student is said to have a "self-extending system" 
that allows him/her to gain proficiency in reading and writing when engaging in 
a literacy task (Clay, 1993). When a child has completed the Reading Recovery 
program, either by reaching the average level of the class or receiving a full 
twenty weeks of instruction, he/she is eligible for Literacy Booster Groups. 
Literacy Booster Groups at Landon Elementary 
Literacy Booster Groups are small groups of up to eight students that 
meet weekly for thirty to forty-five minutes for the review and application of 
effective literacy strategies and concepts. Due to the difference in the level of 
student independence of first and second grade children, First Grade Groups 
are kept to a maximum of six students while Second Grade Groups maintain a 
maximum of eight students in each group. Literacy Booster Groups are taught 
by trained Reading Recovery teachers in the Literacy Lodge. Students eligible 
for Literacy Booster Groups are first grade students who have completed the 
Reading Recovery program and second grade children who were Reading 
Recovery students in first grade. Literacy Booster Groups are divided into two 
separate groups; one for first graders and one for second graders. Literacy 
Booster Groups make up only one part of our balanced literacy program, but it is 
this component that will be the focus of this article. 
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Why Literacy Booster Groups? 
Literacy Booster Groups were designed to help maintain the gains 
achieved by Reading Recovery students over the course of first and second 
grades (Clay, 1993; Shanahan & Barr, 1995). Many factors influenced the 
decision to begin Literacy Booster Groups. For several weeks in first grade, 
Reading Recovery students receive intensive daily teacher support in their 
literacy development. While in the Reading Recovery program, students were 
not responsible for making independent book selections and they were able to 
count on individual teacher guidance when the need arose. Traditionally, when 
Reading Recovery students reached the average of their class and were 
released from the program, it was believed that they could benefit from regular 
classroom instruction and would no longer need any type of intervention (Clay, 
1993; Taylor, Hanson, Justice-Swanson, Watts, 1997). 
Although the Reading Recovery students in our school discontinued at 
the average level of their classes, over time we saw the need for follow-up and 
continued contact to maintain these gains (Heibert, 1994; Shanahan & Barr, 
1995; Santa & Hoien, 1999; Vellutino & Scanlon, 1999). As our Reading 
Recovery students' literacy knowledge rapidly increased, so did that of the rest 
of the first grade students. Through our diverse and effective literacy program 
we were managing to raise the "average", thus putting Reading Recovery 
students, formerly the lowest achievers, once again at a disadvantage. We 
found that these students needed regular maintenance and support in order to 
continue performing at the average of their class throughout the year (Clay, 
1993; Pikulski 1997). This "instructional boost" is allowed for by Marie Clay in 
Reading Recovery: A Guidebook For Teachers In Training. 
"Although Reading Recovery children perform well in their classes 
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..... A refresher course of individual instruction for quite a short period 
should be most helpful for a 'recovered' child who has begun to slip 
behind his classmates. (1993 p. 59). 
In Literacy Booster Groups, teachers are able to monitor student 
progress and assist students with familiar prompting when they encounter 
difficulty. Literacy Booster Groups allow for a positive and successful transition 
back into classroom learning by encouraging strategy use in new literacy 
activities and student independence (Beed, Hawkins, & Roller, 1991). In the 
following sections I will describe the components included in both a First Grade 
and a Second Grade Literacy Booster Group lesson. A sample lesson plan is 
provided in Appendix B. 
Maintenance For First Grade Students 
First Grade Literacy Booster Groups meet for thirty minutes once per 
week beginning with the first student who either successfully completes the 
Reading Recovery program or has received a full twenty-week program and is 
not yet reading at the average of his/her class. Typically, these groups begin 
meeting in December and continue throughout the school year. In our building, 
two trained Reading Recovery teachers meet together with First Grade Literacy 
Booster Groups each week in the Literacy Lodge. Lessons consist of students 
checking out instructionally appropriate books, teachers taking a running record 
of a 100-200 word section of a familiar text, collaborative discussion of student 
writing journal entries, and a teacher-led mini-lesson. 
Mini-lessons provide review and instruction of effective literacy 
strategies, and focus on student strengths and areas of need. The topics are 
selected by the teachers based on the analysis of weekly running records and 
the review of weekly anecdotal records. In Fountas and Pinell's Word Matters. 
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mini lessons are used to support student achievement. They state, "Your 
observations of your students as readers determine the mini lessons that you 
provide. Knowing what children can do or are attempting to do contributes to 
the design of lessons ... " (1998 p.221). When the size of the first grade group 
reaches six or more students, the First Grade Literacy Booster Groups are then 
split into two groups, held at different times, in order to effectively meet all 
students' needs. 
As one teacher meets with each student to take a running record of text 
and discuss writing journal entries, the other teacher is assisting the remaining 
students with appropriate book selections. While students are free to make their 
own book choices, the teacher is available to direct them to books at their 
instructional level and to give them a quick but thorough book introduction 
(Clay, 1991; Pinnell & Fountas, 1996). 
Each student continuously maintains four books in a take-home book 
bag, two familiar books from the previous week and two new books that are 
chosen during the lesson. Familiar- books encourage students to read with 
phrasing and fluency and increased comprehension because they do not have 
to spend as much time on decoding. Fluent reading continues to be an 
important attribute of a successful reader and one that is emphasized in the 
classroom (O'Shea, Sindlear, & O'Shea, 1985; Rasinski, 1990; Yaden, 1988). 
Students are given the opportunity to select the books they want to keep 
working on for the following week and a running record is taken on one of the 
texts the student is returning. The students who are not meeting with teachers 
are engaged in independent reading or writing work in various locations within 
the Literacy Lodge. 
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When all students have selected new books and have had a chance to 
review them, teachers present a mini-lesson focusing on a common literacy 
need or encouraging a beneficial literacy behavior. Topics of sample reading 
mini-lessons include self-monitoring using multiple cues sources, self-
correction, using known information to assist with new text, comprehension, and 
fluency. Topics of writing mini-lessons may include using common spelling 
patterns to assist with writing new words, spacing between words, letter 
formation, punctuation, capitalization, and recording complete ideas on paper. 
First Grade Literacy Booster Group writing mini-lessons focus on procedures 
that can be transferred into classroom Writer's Workshop. These mini-lesson 
topics follow our district's Standards and Benchmarks for first grade literacy 
instruction. (Natural Literacy Handbook, 1996). 
Although it is easier to conduct First Grade Literacy Booster Groups with 
two teachers, it is possible to implement a group with only one. Smaller groups 
of no more than four students are recommended in order to complete all 
activities and have time to meet with all students individually in thirty minutes. 
Maintenance For Second Grade Students 
Second Grade Literacy Booster Groups were designed to support past 
Reading Recovery students until teachers are sure they have maintained first 
grade Reading Recovery gains and are making adequate progress in their 
second grade classroom, or until they are staffed for further programming. 
Groups meet for forty-five minutes per week with a Reading Recovery teacher to 
review literacy concepts and strategies. In our building, former Reading 
Recovery students are entitled to at least six weeks of lessons at the beginning 
of second grade and groups are kept to eight students or less. Two groups are 
usually formed at the beginning of the year and are later condensed into one 
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group after the initial six week period. If .at the end of six weeks students are not 
functioning at the average of their class, they can continue to receive weekly 
lessons. 
Approximately one-half of our students remain in Booster Groups past 
the initial six week period and are released as they show consistent grade level 
performance in the classroom and as they take on more responsibility for their 
own literacy development (Clay, 1993; Dorn, French, & Jones, 1998; Reading 
Recovery Evaluation Report, 1998;) All released students are expected to 
continue to use their literacy book bag and check out materials from the Literacy 
Lodge on a regular basis. A running record of student reading is taken 
approximately once per month to monitor continued student growth. 
Second Grade Booster Group lessons review and encourage the 
application of Reading Recovery strategies and each lesson contains a more in-
depth and higher-level comprehension component than the First Grade Booster 
Group lesson. Comprehension areas include, but are not limited to, 
summarizing, main idea, details, cause and effect, inferencing, and strategies 
for reading fiction vs. non-fiction text (Angletti, 1991; Goldenberg, 1993; 
Goodman & Watson, 1996). Each member of Second Grade Literacy Booster 
Groups receives a take-home book bag in which to keep instructionally 
appropriate texts and a writing journal. Students select two to four books, 
depending upon length, and make book exchanges each week. Like their first 
grade counterparts, second grade students are encouraged to reread familiar 
texts to gain fluency and increase comprehension. In new texts, students are 
encouraged to apply learned reading strategies and concepts. 
In Second Grade Booster Group lessons, Reading Recovery/Title 1 
teachers meet with students individually to discuss books, take a running record 
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of a passage in a familiar text, give quick book introductions, and discuss 
suggestions regarding writing journal entries. When students in the Booster 
Group are not working directly with the teacher, they are making book choices, 
previewing new selections, or working on journal entries. A rotation format is 
used to ensure that all students have had an opportunity to select new books 
before meeting with the teacher. 
After all students have met one-on-one with the teacher, they participate 
in a mini-lesson about a needed literacy concept or skill. These mini-lesson 
topics follow our district's Standards and Benchmarks for second grade literacy 
instruction (Natural Literacy Handbook, 1996). Occasionally, multiple copies of 
a book that contains elements conducive to a particular lesson will be used with 
all students in the group, (e.g., a familiar fairy tale lends itself to teaching 
sequencing of events)(Bath, 1992). Reading lessons may include utilizing 
multiple cue sources, applying decoding strategies for multi-syllabic words, 
improving fluency and expression, and developing comprehension strategies. 
In writing, mini-lessons review first grade writing expectations, (e.g., punctuation 
and capitalization), introduce topic generation, (e.g., student-made writing topic 
lists), foster the use of more complex sentences, improve grammar, and develop 
knowledge of common word patterns to increase correct spelling, (e.g., knowing 
how to spell "night" can assist student in writing "light" or "fight''). 
Other topics for lessons may include appropriate book selection, (e.g., 
supportive illustrations, length of text, number of unfamiliar words), time 
management and organizational issues, classroom responsibilities and 
expectations, (e.g., the transfer of learned strategies and concepts into 
classroom tasks), and assisting other students with difficulty. Mini-lessons are 
chosen based on student need and lesson topics change from year to year. 
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The last part of the Second Grade Booster lesson allows students to 
share information about a book they have read or a journal entry they have 
written. This activity gives students a sense of purpose for their reading and 
writing (Burns, Roe, & Ross, 1996), as well as improving oral language skills. 
Literacy Booster Group activities are fast-paced in order to complete all 
components in forty-five minutes and to foster fluent processing (Clay, 1993). 
In the following section I will present and discuss various literacy assessment 
data collected from all first and second grade students over the last several 
years. 
Evaluation of Literacy Booster Groups 
Landon Elementary began implementing a collaborative early 
intervention model of literacy instruction three years ago. Data have been 
collected over the past six years, three years prior to beginning the program and 
the three years that it has been in effect. These data were used in making 
programming decisions for our students. 
Reading assessment data. 
Reading teachers administer the full Observation Survey (Clay, 1993) 
which consists of six subtests or "tasks" to all first-grade students twice per year: 
at the beginning of the year and at the end of the year. During mid-year 
assessment reading teachers administer only the Text Level subtest to all 
students who have not yet met end of the year grade-level expectations. In the 
Text Level subtest, students are asked to read leveled passages while the tester 
takes a script of the reading called a running record. After the reading, a 
percentage of accurate reading and a self-correction rate are calculated. 
Comprehension is determined through a combination of self-correction rate and 
fluency of reading. In addition, students who are in the Reading Recovery 
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program are given the full Observation Survey test battery when they are 
assessed for discontinuation. Test score expectations increase over the year 
and grade-level expectations are reevaluated in the fall, mid-year, and spring. 
For example, a student who is able to read instructionally on a Level 3 text or 
higher in the fall would be considered to be on grade level. That same student 
would need to read a Level 11 text at mid-year and a Level 16 by spring in 
order to remain on grade level. These texts must be read with at least 90% 
accuracy and with adequate comprehension and fluency. 
Figure 1 shows the percentage of first-grade students who met grade 
level expectations in the last three years. This figure shows data for all first 
grade students as a group and for those students who received Booster Group 
Lessons. Note that the Booster Group students are also included in the legend 
labeled "All Students". The graph is divided into four assessment periods: fall, 
winter, spring, and end of the year. End-of-the-year testing is reserved for those 
Reading Recovery students who completed the Reading Recovery program 
after spring assessment had been administered. There is a maximum of three 
weeks between the completion of spring testing and end of the year testing. 
The assessment results in Figure 1 illustrate that throughout the last three 
years, 43-59% of first graders met grade level expectations at the beginning of 
the year. Of this percentage, 13% or fewer were students who would go on to 
receive Literacy Booster Group Lessons. By the end of the year, the range of 
students who met grade level criterion was 98-100% for all students and 78-
94% for Booster Group students. Rate of student progress for all students 
increased between 41-55% while the students who received Literacy Booster 
Groups increased between 78-81% for each of the three years of data. It may 
be co.ncluded from this data that students who received Literacy Booster Group 
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Lessons made progress in text level reading at an accelerated rate compared to 
the text level reading progress of regular first grade students. 
Second grade students are assessed in the fall, winter, and spring using 
the Burns and Roe Informal Reading Inventory (1993). To be on grade level, 
students must read and comprehend a second grade level passage with 90% 
or above word recognition, 75% or above comprehension, and adequate 
fluency. Fluency is determined by the evaluator. through words per minute. 
Winter assessment uses a different second grade level passage from the same 
IRI to determine grade level reading. During spring testing, second grade 
students are expected to read a third grade level passage with acceptable word 
recognition, comprehension, and fluency to be considered a grade level reader. 
Figure 2 shows the percentage of second grade students who met grade 
level criterion on the Burns and Roe Informal Reading Inventory in the fall, 
winter, and spring of their second grade year. The figure reflects three years of 
data and includes one group consisting of all second grade students, including 
those in Booster Groups, and another group consisting of only the students who 
received Literacy Booster Groups. Over half of all second grade students 
began the school year on grade level for each of the three years shown, while 
Booster Group students on grade level at the time of Fall testing ranged from 0-
60% for the same years and averaged 30%. By mid-year or winter assessment, 
a higher number of Literacy Booster Group stud~nts had met grade level 
criterion than second-grade students who did not receive Booster Group 
lessons. This trend continued through the spring assessment in two of the three 
years with the 99/00 school year having a difference of 4% between all students 
and the students who received Booster Groups. Students who received 
Literacy Booster Group Lessons in second grade showed significant growth 
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and an accelerated rate of reading improvement on the Informal Reading 
Inventory assessment from fall testing to spring testing. 
Second grade Literacy Booster Groups were designed to review and 
enhance literacy strategies previously taught in the Reading Recovery program. 
Students who did not meet grade level in the fall of second grade ranged in 
reading performance from a pre-primer through a first-grade level. This group 
includes all students who had received Reading Recovery in first grade whether 
or not they successfully discontinued. Past Reading Recovery students who did 
not meet discontinuation criterion participated in Second Grade Literacy 
Booster Lessons until additional testing was completed and further 
programming was initiated. 
From the information presented in Figures 1 and 2, it appears that most 
of the students who received extra support in Booster groups did very well and 
maintained their, performance at the average of their class (a Reading Recovery 
goal). The data do not, however, give evidence that the Booster Groups alone 
were responsible for the positive results. All of these children received good 
consistent classroom instruction in Literacy Teams and also Reading Recovery 
in first grade. Therefore, additional evidence supporting the effectiveness of 
Literacy Booster Groups will be presented in the following section. 
First grade text level gains. 
We examined the number of text levels Reading Recovery students 
gained from the end of their program to the time of spring testing. First-grade 
Reading Recovery students are placed into Literacy Booster Groups upon 
completion of their program. The highest instructional text level in which 
students read successfully at the end of the program is compared to the highest 
text _level read successfully during spring assessment. For example, a student 
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who discontinued the Reading Recovery program at a Level 14 text in February 
reads a Level 18 text during spring assessment. This constitutes an increase of 
two text levels: Level 16 and Level 18 (text levels used for assessment increase 
by even numbers after Level 10). Students who discontinue from the Reading 
Recovery program after spring assessment has been completed are not 
included in the data as they would not have participated in Literacy Booster 
Groups during the year. 
During the three school years prior to implementing Literacy Booster 
Groups, students increased an average of 2.6 text levels from the end of their 
Reading Recovery program to the time of spring testing. In the last three years 
during which students participated in Literacy Booster Groups, the average 
student text level increase has been 3.4 levels. This is an overall improvement 
of almost one full text level when comparing students who had not participated 
in Booster Groups to students who had received weekly lessons. Data included 
all students who had participated in Literacy Booster Groups regardless of their 
end-of-th~program status. Most students were successfully discontinued from 
Reading Recovery, but some students did not meet the average of their class 
after a full twenty-week Reading Recovery program and were not considered to 
be "discontinued", even though their Reading Recovery instruction ended. 
Self-correction rates. 
An area that has shown improvement since the implementation of 
Booster Groups is the self-correction rate tor all first and second grade students 
who participated in the lessons. Students self-correct when they fix an error 
made during reading. An adequate self-correction rate is 1 :5 or better. The 
lower the second number in the ratio, the higher the self-correction rate (e.g. a 
self-correction rate of 1 :3 means that for every four errors made, the child fixed 
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one). Students must monitor reading responses and read for meaning in order 
to self-correct errors. Consistent self-correction during reading allows students 
to gain understanding from the text and comprehend what they read. 
We collected data on the self-correction rates of each students' highest 
instructional level text during spring assessment iri the first and second grades. 
Students were tested using the Observation Survey Text Level passages during 
the same week of each year. In the three years prior to implementing Literacy 
Booster Groups, the average spring self-correction rate for first-graders who had 
received Reading Recovery lessons was 1 :5.5. This rate is slightly below what 
is considered adequate for readers who are expected to gain good 
understanding from the text (1 :5). The average rate for second-grade past 
Reading Recovery students during this same time was 1 :4.5 which is within the 
range considered adequate to gain useful information from text. After three 
years of Literacy Booster Group Lessons for students who complete the 
Reading Recovery program, the average self-correction rate of first-grade 
Booster Group students during spring testing was 1 :3.5. The average second-
grade Booster Group participant improved to a rate of 1 :4 during spring testing. 
Through teacher support and instructional-level practice, these students have 
increased the number of times they successfully correct errors made during 
reading. 
Classroom teacher interviews. 
The final source of data used to collect information to evaluate the 
success of Literacy Booster Groups was teacher interviews. Three primary 
grade teachers were interviewed to ascertain their thoughts concerning the 
effectiveness of Booster Groups. Each of these teachers had students in her 
clas.sroom who had participated in Literacy Booster Groups and had remained 
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in the same job assignment over the past three years. When asked whether or 
not Literacy Booster Groups were effective, all three teachers agreed that 
Booster Groups were effective and beneficial for their students. One first-grade 
teacher replied, " ... help was there immediately before the child lost confidence 
or interest. From a teacher's perspective it was reassuring for me to know there 
was someone else besides myself monitoring that student." Another first-grade 
teacher responded, "The students recognize that the Reading Recovery teacher 
was still deeply interested in their progress and they were motivated to meet her 
high expectations." 
Teachers were also asked how Booster Groups had affected student 
performance in the classroom. All teachers responded positively and stated 
that Booster Groups had a definite impact on students' classroom performance. 
A second-grade teacher answered, " ... students willingly participated in group 
and individual oral reading, readily applied strategies, contributed to discussion 
of what strategies could be used in various situations, made good use of 
independent free reading time to enjoy reading and performed well on end of 
book skills assessments." 
The final question asked teachers to hypothesize how they felt that 
students would have performed in the classroom without the benefit of Literacy 
Booster Groups. First-grade teachers noticed an increase in self-confidence in 
the students who had participated in Booster Groups. Without this support, 
teachers felt that these students might not willingly engage in classroom 
activities. One first-grade teacher stated, "Positive performance in the 
classroom comes from a child who feels good about himself and his abilities. A 
child who does not feel this way will not have the confidence to take risks." 
Seco_nd-grade teachers discussed the ability of Booster Group students to work 
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independently. One second-grade teacher believed that students without 
Booster Groups would be, "less confident in approaching reading tasks, and 
would make slower reading growth". Another second-grade teacher thought 
that Literacy Booster Groups provided more than just good reading instruction. 
She went on to say, "Accountability to another caring adult was very effective 
motivation. With Reading Recovery teachers and classroom teachers working 
so cooperatively, ... students know that reading is important, they are important, 
and we want to encourage their success." 
Summary 
The teachers, students, and parents of Landon Elementary are excited 
about our literacy program. Through quality classroom instruction, Title 1, 
Literacy Teams, Reading Recovery, and Literacy Booster Groups, we are able 
to offer students quality literacy instruction that follows the latest research on 
best educational practices (Cunningham & Hall, 1998; Dorn, French, & Jones, 
1998; Pinnell & Fountas, 1996; Strickland, 1996). Literacy Booster Groups, one 
component of this total program, allow past Reading Recovery students 
opportunities to apply and enhance the literacy concepts and strategies they 
have learned. During these Booster Group Lessons students choose 
instructional-level texts to read at home and receive mini-lessons developed to 
assist them in becoming independent learners. Reading teachers are able to 
monitor student progress and assist students with difficulties or confusions 
during meaningful literacy tasks. 
Over the last three years, with the addition of the Literacy Booster Groups 
to the total school literacy program, the teachers at Landon Elementary have 
seen an increase in student achievement throughout the primary grades. 
Reading teachers have documented an improvement in assessment results 
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(e.g. Observation Survey, IRI, district skills tests, and running records) and 
classroom teachers have noticed an increase in student confidence, motivation 
and performance in the classroom. These positive findings suggest that 
Literacy Booster Groups are an effective way to maintain and extend Reading 
Recovery success. Literacy Booster Groups are making a difference at Landon 
Elementary. Students who were once functioning at the bottom of their class are 
now becoming life-long learners and lovers of literacy. 
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Appendix A -Reading Specialist Weekly Schedule 
Monday Tuesday Wednesdav !Thursday I Friday 
8:50-11 :30 Readina Recovery[ 4 Readino Recoveryf 4 Readina Recoveryf 4 Readina Recovery[ 4 Readina Recoveryf 4 , 
11 :30-12:0C Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 
12:00-12:1 5 Literacy T earn Prep. Literacy T earn Prep. Literacy T earn Prep. Literacy T earn Prep. Literacy Team Prep. 
12:15-12:45 Literacy T earn ( 1 A) Gr. 1 Booster Group LiteracY Team (1 A) Gr.2 Booster Group Literacv Team (1 A) 
12:45-1:15 Literacy Team (1B) Gr. 1 Booster Group Literacy Team (18) ------------------ Literacy Team (1B) 
1:15-1:45 Literacv T earn (2A) Assessment/Obser. Literacy Team (2A) Gr.2 Booster Group Literacy Team (2A) 
1 :45-2: 1 5 Literacy Team (2B) Individual Student Literacv Team (2B) Individual Student Literacv Team (2B) 
2:15-2:30 Rda. Recovery Prep Rda. Recovery Prep Rda. Recovery Prep / (Ea riv Dismissal)/ Rda. Recovery Prep 
2:30-3:00 Literacv Team (2C) Literacv Team (2C) Literacy Team {2C) II/I/II/I/Ill// Title 1 (3) 
3:00-3:30 Title 1 (3) Title 1 (3) Title 1 (3) I/I/II////I/II/ Booster Group Prep. 
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Appendix B: Sample Lesson Plan - First Grade Booster Group 
Book Selection- (5-6 minutes) 
First grade students maintain a total of four books per week in their 
take-home book bag. Students select two new books and return two books 
read the previous week. Teacher Bassists students with appropriate book 
choices and provides book introductions. A wide variety of genres and book 
levels are available to meet the range of instructional reading levels for all 
students. 
Self-editing of Writing Journals- (3-4 minutes) 
Students reread previous journal entries to gain oral reading 
fluency. They also have an opportunity to read through current entries and 
attempt to self-correct any punctuation, capitalization, or sentence structure 
errors. Journal entries range in length, however, first grade students are asked 
to write a minimum of five sentences per week. 
Studentrreacher Meeting- (5-6 minutes) 
Teacher A takes a running record of oral reading in one of the 
books the child has chosen to return. One or two teaching points are selected 
and reviewed to encourage strategic processing when difficulty is encountered. 
Students are supported for reading attempts and not only for correct reading. 
Students read journal entries orally to Teacher A. A short discussion about the 
journal entries follows the student reading. Teacher A supports at least one 
area of student strength and makes a suggestion for improvement in one area 
of need. Students may also be invited to practice writing a high-frequency word 
that. has been misspelled. 
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Independent Reading I Writing - (8-10 minutes) 
Students use this time to independently read familiar books or 
new texts. They may also use part of this time to work in their journals making 
corrections, practicing words, adding to existing entries, or beginning new 
entries. Teacher B is available to assist students with needs. 
Mini-lesson-(3-5 minutes) 
Teachers introduce or review effective literacy strategies that 
students can apply in their instructional- level reading and writing activities. For 
example, if a majority of students are neglecting a particular cueing source (e.g., 
visual, meaning, or structural), the mini- lesson may focus on how to use this 
source in conjunction with the remaining two. If students are having difficulty 
choosing appropriate instructional level texts, the mini-lesson may focus on how 
to chose a book that is right for them. Any effective literacy strategy or skill can 
be the basis for a mini-lesson, and topics are chosen for their positive impact on 
student literacy development. The goal of mini-lessons is to assist students in 
becoming more efficient and independent readers and writers. 
Independent Practice-
Any time remaining in the lesson is used for practicing strategy 
application in instructional-level reading and writing tasks. Students may write 
in their journals or read from the books in their take-home bag. 
* Students rotate through these Booster Group elements so that all students can 
remain engaged during the entire thirty minutes. The first student meeting with 
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Teacher A will not have had an opportunity to select new books and preview 
journal entries. Therefore, Teacher A meets with this child twice during the 
group time. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure, 1. Percentage of first-grade students meeting grade-level criterion on 
the Observation Survey Text Level subtest during three years of Booster 
Groups. 
Figure, 2. Percentage of second-grade students meeting grade-level criterion 
on the Burns & Roe Informal Reading Inventory in word recognition, fluency, 
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